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Following Jasper’s instruction, an intense ominous premonition came over
Conrad and the other two.

It was a common fear that human beings tended to have for the unknown.

Conrad’s expression no longer carried the victorious look from before. Instead,
his brows were tightly furrowed and his expression was extremely solemn.

Up until this moment, he still had no idea what Jasper’s plan was.

Indeed, Jasper had managed to shine a light on the people who were secretly
attacking him. Everyone had thought that Jasper was willing to use the stupidest
and most pessimistic method to protect Sena.

Despite knowing that it would be for naught, Jasper still threw his funds into the
market.

The people attacking Jasper must have been filled with glee then.

Conrad looked at Jasper and remembered how he used to be the gleeful one as
well.

No matter how he looked at it then, Jasper was screwed.

However, he now found out all of this had been Jasper’s intention. Conrad could
not help but wonder how Jasper planned to win this doomed game.

Jasper was even willing to use three billion just to lure out the enemy hiding in
the dark.



Jasper had to have a 100% guarantee that it would work, or the only reason left
would be that Jasper had gone mad.

Just as Conrad frowned heavily while wracking his brain to think of what Jasper
would do next, the release of an official statement caused another uproar.

This was a statement from the Nasdaq Review Committee.

It was a simple statement that only consisted of one sentence.

[Sena’s holding parent company, Somerland’s JW Capital LLC, will begin a
privatization evaluation on Sena, effective immediately!]

Privatization meant that a company would buy out all outstanding shares in the
market and become a 100% shareholder, pulling the company out of the market.

Sena was pulling out of the market!

No one suspected the truth of the statement and no one doubted JW Capital’s
ability to do such a thing.

JW Capital already held 67% of Sena’s shares in the beginning and was a major
shareholder. Not to mention that one billion Somer Dollars had been used to
issue more shares and three billion Somer Dollars worth of buy-in orders had
also entered the market.

JW Capital now owned at least 93% of Sena’s shares!

While a majority of the shares had been devoured by premium shares, JW
Capital did not seem to care.

The sinister and gleeful smile on Morrison’s face froze when he saw the
statement. He was sitting in the president’s office of Layman Investments’ Terra
regional branch.



A loud bang rang out in the room.

It was the sound of him slamming his fist on the office table.

“That damned Somer descent! You’re sly and vile!

“Privatization? What a large cost you’re willing to pay!”

Morrison ground his teeth and spoke.

Just then, a young man looked up from a side table in the office and reported to
Morisson, “Mr. Morrison, Sena’s share prices have begun to rise!”

Morrison harrumphed and clicked on his computer to pull out the line chart that
represented Sena’s share prices.

It had only been a few minutes since the statement was released and Sena’s
share prices had already risen from the lowest 185 US dollars to 193 US dollars.
There was also a trend for future increases.

“Jasper used this chance to buy a large number of shares on the market with that
three billion Somer Dollars. There aren’t many outstanding shares left so the
news managed to get the investors to crazily start buying them.”

Morrison’s expression turned unpleasant.

“How many of Sena’s shares do we currently have?”


